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MESSAGE

I am sure that our school magazine will provide a glimpse into the diverse 
activities undertaken by our school and will also reflect the creativity, hopes 
and aspirations
of our students. The basic responsibility of education system is that it 
identifies the talent of students and creates opportunities for its development. I
am sure that our school is doing a yeomen service for the cause of education 
by quality education to the local community. I hope that our magazine will 
certainly be a source of motivation for our students to develop their creativity.

With warm wishes

HEADMASTER
SANTHOSHKUMAR  P Z
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EDITORIAL

“The desire to create is one of the deepest earnings of the
human soul”.
Magazine is an artistic and linguistic approach of a crew
emphasizing the creativity and imaginations of the end time
generation with an innovative mind. The creative spirit, an
elusive muse of good-and sometimes great –ideas. Yet it is
more than an occasional insight. When the creative spirit stirs,
it animates a styles of being: a lifetime filled with the desire
to innovate, to explore new ways of doing things, to bring
dreams of reality.
Life gives an opportunity to every individual to show up their
talents. Signature comprises these things which we would
like to introduce to you
I proudly present this w ork of blo od and toi l be fore the
enthusiastic supporters.
Enjoy this piece of work.

Editorial Board
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Some are born great,

some achieve greatness,

and some have greatness

thrust upon them
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Friendship
                                                          

“Friendship with oneself is very important, because without it one cannot be a 
friend with anyone else in the world”.

-Eleanor Roosevelt

Friends can be seen everywhere in true friendship, there will be love there 
will be trust
and there will be purity. As there are friends There are devils To destroy 
good friendship
Friendship between two birds Is destroyed by a hunter Between the moon 
and stars
Is interrupted by the sun. But friendship between two Friends continue to 
glow Till life ends and
Can’t be separated.
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VOICES I HEARD

First I heard a lullaby
When I jumped into the world
I heard voices, screechy
Then I was young
In leaps and bounds, I become
A girl of ten years
Then I started to reject some
And accepted some too.
Later I heard a voice, smooth yet through
Advising with care
Lead kindly lightTill your last breath
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SPECIAL FATHER’S

Father of Computer - Charles Babbage

Father of Telephone - Alexander Graham Bell

Father of Nation - Mahatma Gandhi

Father of America - George Washington

Father of Telescope - Hans Lippershey

Father of Electrical battery - Alessandro Volta

Father of Indian Cinema - Dadasaheb Phalke

Father of Pakistan - Muhammad Ali Jinnah

Father of FM Radio - Edwin Armstrong

Father of Oil Painting - Jan Van Eyck
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Education
A precious gem

Like water, precious to life,

Like oil, precious to nation

Like ornaments, precious to jewellers

Like degree, precious to graduate

Like wealth, precious to miser

Like health, precious to a physician

Like bravery, precious to warriors

Like courage, precious to boy

Like safety, precious to girl

Education is precious to all and forever.
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Friends

Friendship is like crystal

Costly, rich and rare

Because once it is broken

It is hard to repair

Even if it is repaired

You will see the crack

If you break your friendship

You will never get it back

Friendship is not a flower

Which stands for an hour
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Why is the

Sky Blue?

To know the answer to this question you must first
understand that sunlight is made up of different

colours, from red, orange and yellow to green and
blue.

When sunlight falls on the sea, it is the colour blue
that is reflected by the water most easily, giving the
sea its blue colour. Near the coast, sea water takes
on a yellow or brownish tinge. This is due to the

mud that rivers discharge into the sea and the vast
number of tiny plants and animals near the surface.
When clouds hide the sun, the sea will look grey,
weather conditions can also change the colour of

the sea.
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Life before computers

Satheesh.S

- Window was a square hole in a room
- Application was something written in paper

- Mouse was an animal
- Keyboard was piano

- File was an important office Material
- Hard Drive was a uncomfortable road trip

- Cut was done with knife and
Paste was done with glue
- Web was spiders home

- Virus was flu.
- Apple and Blackberry were just fruits

A good friend is like a computer
I ‘enter’ ur life,

‘Save’ u in my heart,
‘format’ ur problems

‘Shift’ u 2 opportunities and never ‘delete’ u from my memo
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26 Ways To Be

Happy & Wise

BETHOVAN .P  BINUMON

A - Accept Each New Day As a gift
B - Belleve your Goodness and the

goodness of others
C - Cheer others in their Success

D - Do What you dream, Dream what you like
E - Every moment is a gift of god

F - Forgive others and yourself
G - Give thanks to your graceful god

H - Honesty is the Best Policy
I - Intelligence takes you towards success.

J - Join groups and work as a team.
K - Kindness makes you a perfect one

L - Look Before you leap
M - Move forward during adversities

N - Never lie
O - O for a life of sensations rather than of Thoughts

P - Practice makes one perfect
Q - Quake in one’s boot.

R - Remember your past to make your future better
S - Sow peace and reap happiness
T - Time doesn’t wait for anyone

U - Understand your self
V - spread fragrant among us

W - Wish for the stars
X - X’mas gives us happiness

Y - You are unique, never forget it
Z - ‘Zany’ makes us always safe
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Phobia The Fear of Something

JAISON JOSEPH

Demophobia - Fear of crowds

Feminaphobia - Fear of women

Hydrophobia - Fear of water

Kesraunophobia -

Fear of lightening and thunder

Photophobia - Fear of light

Tolamophobia - Fear of rivers

Scolophobia - Fear of darkness

Thanatophobia - Fear of death

Thalassophobia - Fear of son

Zoophobia - Fear of animals
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Smile
Smile! It improves your face value, the fabulous thought makes us think about
the immense
value of stretching our cheeks. But today, man in his hurried life, has no time 
to smile at others.
Our face is an index of our mind, and it reveals all the feelings and emotions 
hidden deep inside our mind. A charming smile adds glow to our face and 
grace to our personality.
To express anger it is said, we strain more nerves while to smile only a few 
nerves are put to work. So it is our duty to smile rather than lose our temper 
and waste all our energy. With a graceful smile we can do wonders! we may 
not know what the problems of others might be but a smile even without 
delivering a word reveals affection, appreciation and at times symopathy. 
Laughter is the best medicine.It is said so because it eases our tension and 
creates a pleasant feeling. With a flash ofsmile we spread exuberance all 
around. The most important benefit of smiling is that it helps us ease tension 
in personal and family relationships. SO SMILE... because it is the music of 
the SOUL!

ALAN THAMPI
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It also makes the individual susceptible to highblood pressure, heart attack 
(myocardial infraction),stroke, increased anxiety, depression suicidal tendenciesand 
reduced fertility. Chronic stress may also causedelayed wound healing, 
developmental deformities in children and young adults. 
How to manage stress?
(A) ADOPT A HEALTHY LIFESTYLE: The best alternative to stressful sedentary 
lifestyle is a healthy lifestyle which encompass.
* Meditating or practicing yoga.
* Exercising
* Long walk with pets or friends
* Avoiding habits like smoking and drinking
* Moderating sugar and calorie intake
* Avoiding high calorie diet
B) SPEAK OUT: Stressed individuals usually turn depressed.
It is better to rent out feelings and get help from a loved one, bottling up feelings 
will
only add up to more stress
(c) REACH OUT: Long working hours disconnect us socially, reaching out and 
reconnecting with friends through social gatherings not only helps de-stress but also
helps in building a bond which is necessary for a stressed individual to bounce back 
strong.
D) SEEK MEDICAL HELP: One usually tends to ignore stress and accepts it as a 
part of one’s life without trying to seek any help. Those suffering from chronic 
stress must seek an expert advice for a faster and safer recovery
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Mathematics
Without Mathematics there is no life. Mathematics is the science that deals with 
numbers, quantity and form. We deal with money in our life. What is money? We 
count rupees. It is just arithmetic, a branch of mathematics. Mathematics is the 
study of the logical consequences of sets of axioms. Pure Mathematics, comprises 
those branches studied for their own sake or their relation to other branches. The 
most important of these are algebra, analysis and topology. There would be no 
railroads, air planes, TV, cinema, computers and thousands of other things that are 
part of our civilization without mathematics. When it was necessitated to tell how 
many animals the landlord owned, how many fruits his bag contained, the system of
counting began. It was perphaps by the use of fingers in early days. In fact the word 
digit comes from the Latin word digitus which means finger. We have 10 fingers. So
the general use of 10 in systems of numbers began. But it seems there were many 
number systems. The number system was invented by the Romans about 2000 years
ago and was widely used in Europe until about the 16th century. However, the 
humber system being used today was invented by the Hindus in India thousands of 
years ago and was brought to Europe by 900 by Arab traders.
The numbers in this system are nine. They are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 to show how 
many and the zero. It is a decimal system built on the base 10. Zero is one of man’s 
greatest inventions. the contribution of India to the world of mathematics is zero, 
“sometimes it is humourously said. But it is a fact that the Hindus who invented 
number system invented zero, also.
Actually, counting was the beginning of mathematics. Of course the art of counting 
took a long time to develop. Like counting the ideas of form and its measurement 
are equally important. 
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Classmates

Friendship is the hardest thing in the world to explain. It is not something you learn 
at school. But if you haven’t learned the meaning of friendship, you really haven’t 
learned anything. True friendship multiplies increases the good in life and divides 
its evils. Strive to have friends, for life without friends is like life on a desert or 
island… to find one real friend in a lifetime is good fortune; to keep him is a 
blessing.
A friend is one who knows you as you are, understands what you have seen, accepts
what you have become and still, gently allows you to grow. There is a magnet in 
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your heart that will attract true friends. This magnet is unselfishness, thinking of 
others first; when you learn to live for others, they will live for you. Friends are part
of the glue that holds life and faith together.
“A friend is a single soul dwelling in two bodies”. “Life has no blessing like a 
prudent friend”.
Friendship is always a sweet responsibility, never an opportunity”.
“Don’t walk in front of me, I may not follow Don’t walk behind me, I may not lead
Just walk beside me and be my friend”. “A friend is someone who knows all about 
you and still
loves you”. Everyone of our is talented. One way or other we have some abilities. It 
is our duty to find them out. If we work hard to develop them, we will succeed in 
life. You might have seen sculptors. They make beautiful statues from marble pieces
or stones. In beginning stones, appear boring and not attractive. However, after a lot 
of work they’re so attractive. It is true in
our life too. You can do many things in things in this Friendship Megha Mohan, 
Class XII C
world. We must understand that nobody is useless. It is the duty at each one of to 
develop the little talents. You know that human being is the best creation of God. 
Then how can he useless? So, we should do everything to develop talents.

SHEBIN LUKOSE
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Medicine for future life
Education, if looked at beyond its conventional boundaries, form 
the very essence of all our actions. What we do is what we know 
and have learned, either through instructions or through 
observations and assimilation. When we are not making an effort 
to learn,
our mind is always processing new information or trying to analyze
the similarities as well as the tiny nuances within the context 
which makes the topic stand out or seem different. If that is the 
case then the mind definitely holds the potential to learn more. 
However,
it is we who stop ourselves from expanding the horizons of our 
knowledge with self doubt or other social, emotional, or economic 
constraints. While most feel that education is a necessity, they 
tend to use it as a tool for reaching a specific target or personal 
mark, after which there is no further need to seek greater 
education. Nonetheless, the importance
of education in society is indispensable and cohering, which is why
society and knowledge cannot be ever separated into two distinct 
entities. Let us find out
more about the role of education in society. Education is self 
empowerment. Receiving a good education helps empower you, 
thus making you strong
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enough to look after yourself in any given situation. It keeps you 
aware of your given surroundings as well as the rules and 
regulations of the society you’re living
in. It’s only through knowledge that you will be able to question 
authority for its negligence.It’s only when a citizen is aware of the 
policies of its government that he
will be able to support or protest the change. As a rule, people can 
bring about development only when they know where 
improvement is necessary for the greater good of mankind. 
Education helps you understand yourself better, it helps you 
realize your potential
and qualities as a human being. It helps you to tap into latent 
talent, so that you may be able to sharpenyour skills.

ATHULYA JOHN
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SCHOOL LIFE

Most irritating Moments:
Morning Alarm
Most difficult tasks:
To find socks
Most dreadful journey:
Way to school
Most lovely time:
Meeting friends
Most tragic moments:
Surprise Test in 1st period
Most wonderful news:
Teacher is absent

EDWIN SHAJAN
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The Fight Against

Terrorism
the need of the Hour
They think that their
own viewpoint or
stand is the only right
view point or stand
and that they have the
right to convert other
people to their view
point by force.

RICKSON SABU
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Loneliness

God is graceful and so we are blessed
By all the gifts of nature
Life is to enjoy, spreading bliss all around,
Exploring the treasures of life.
But alas, loneliness creeps in,
When and how, no one knows
Life is shattered and shrinking
And we feel lonely and very lonely.
Learning to overcome the hurdles of life,
Striding along with ups and downs,
Facing all hassles with a gentle smile,
Exploring the treasures of life.
At what time or how it comes,
No one can predict, but it is sure to come
Life is shattered and shrinking
And we feel lonely and very lonely.

THARA MERIN BABY
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A WONDERFUL MOTHER

 

God made a wonderful mother,

A mother who never grows old

He made her smile of the sunshine,

And he moulded her heart of pure gold

In her eyes, he placed bright shining stars

In her checks, fair roses you see

God made that wonderful mother,

And he gave that dear to me…

SONY VARGHESE
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